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Having now sent out several hundred copies of
the 1999 update of Microscope Techniques Part 1
(and had many enquires about the as yet non
existent Part 2!), guilt is beginning to seriously
impinge on your librarian's conscience, and
despite the fact that there are probably dozens
of people who could make a better job of it, he
is now seriously contemplating a Part 2.
This would obviously be most valuable to
budding bryologists if it consisted of a
distillation of the various techniques that
bryologists have discovered or invented over the
years. It is a pretty frightening prospect when
one realises, for example, that many of the
techniques used by commercial companies for
producing permanent stained sections of delicate
plant material were trade secrets, and there are
probably precious few, if any, individuals now
alive with the skill to reproduce some of them.
To kick off the debate in the hope of extracting
a plethora of techniques from living bryologists,
I describe here a modification of a technique for
cutting sections of bryophyte material that I
have found useful.
For the budding bryologist, one of the most
daunting and frustrating techniques required of
them for identification of their quarry, is to cut
ultra-thin sections of leaves, stems or thalli. I
well remember back in the 1970s, the late
Bernard Ward trying to cut sections of
Pojytrichum leaves using a freshly sharpened
kitchen knife! Tony Smith, in the 2nd edition of
his Moss flora of Britain and Ireland, describes and

illustrates a technique attributed to Sean
Edwards, involving two microscope slides and
half a double-edged razor blade, that involves
tilting the blade at an increasingly shallow angle
from the vertical, to produce a series of thin
sections. Two problems arise with the technique
as described. Firstly, double-edged razor blades
are not that easy to come by these days (a similar
problem has arisen with Mark Hill's 'indelible
pencil' for staining Sphagnum leaves), and single
edged blades, although still available, are really
too thick to control the sectioning adequately.
The second problem is that the angle of tilt ensures
that none of the sections are truly vertical slices.
The technique can be refined as follows. Throw
away twin-bladed razors are currently in plentiful
supply1. By carefully prising apart the plastic
mounts, two very thin, but easily hand-held
ultra-sharp blades can be recovered that are ideal
for section cutting. In fact I find them easier to
hold and use than half a double-edged razor
blade. They are slightly thinner than the old
double-edged blades, but still stiff enough to use
unsupported. Now for the second refinement.
This requires the use of a dissecting microscope
(as also recommended by Tony Smith) . First of
all, mount a clean slide under the centre of the
low-power field at ea 45° to the left-right plane
1 The razors I currently use are manufactured by Wilkinson
Sword. Ideally, if we could obtain several thousand of the
blades from the manufacturer before they are mounted we
could stock them as items for purchase by members - how
much interest would there be?
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